
Winds of Change 

by Di Sullivan 

 

Bruce rang. “Welcome back.” he said, “A high is moving in from the west, slowly. Perfect 

time to go sailing. What if we leave tomorrow”?  

“Yes please!” 

“The seas will be mild too, so if you like, we could cruise towards the west coast, and have 

a look at some of those bays along the bottom”. 

'Some of those bays along the bottom'. What loaded words. 

For a start, 'the bottom' refers to the south coast of Tasmania, the little island off the big 

island of the southern hemisphere. My husband Ian and I had just returned to southern 

Tasmania for a month, for our 10th consecutive autumn; a blessed time of year. 'The 

bottom'  is at Latitude 43 degrees 38' S a distance from the South pole about the same as 

southern France is from the North. But Tasmania's proximity to vast areas of open ocean, 

with one of the longest 'fetches' in the world, makes it very different to similar northern 

latitudes. Huge sea swells arising in Southern Ocean storms circle the southern globe, and 

Tasmania is in the way of their inexorable path. The distance from South America is the 

'fetch' of the swells. They cross the South Atlantic and Indian Oceans uninterrupted, 

approaching Tasmania from the west.  

We have sailed 'across the bottom' several times, heading for the protected waters of 

south west Tasmania's World Heritage Wilderness areas. 

The 'bays' Bruce referred to were on that route, all open to the south, all dangerous in 

weather from the south and west. Shelter even in the best of conditions was minimal. And 

one must watch for a change. 
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Never had we dilly dallied close into bays and cliffs and surf along this rugged coast. We 

had always taken a route well off shore. 

Bruce is a good and experienced sailor. A trustworthy man. His Seawind 1000 catamaran 

is tried and true, and comfortable. We were aboard her as we took his call in the marina at 

Kettering in the D'Entrecasteux Channel. 

Would we like? Without hesitation I countered his question with another, “Will we go 

provisioning now? We have a borrowed car.” This was an adventure not to be missed.  

“No, Barb has already provisioned. We'll be over this afternoon and leave in the morning.” 

Glory be, what friends I thought. We had chatted earlier by phone about cruising together, 

on land perhaps, by sea perhaps, but had decided to make no definite plans. See where 

the weather dictates we had said. Well! The weather had dictated. 

 

A few days later we rounded the last southern cape and headed west 'along the bottom'. 

To be frank, it wasn't that great as we headed due west towards Maatsuyker Island. The 

most southern Australian lighthouse, atop Maatukyer's big bold rock standing off the coast, 

was not yet in view. The sea was confused. The long regular westerly swells from ahead 

were expected and OK. A south east swell at about 90 degrees, though smaller caused a 

bit of a mish mash. Of course the swells hit the cliffs and bounced back, irregularly. That's 

when you feel that perhaps you are in a washing machine, albeit this day, on gentle cycle. 

The wind? Well it was coming from almost directly ahead too, but not strong enough for 

Sonsy's big mainsail to use as a significant driver. So we motored. The mainsail slapped 

every now and again, slack. Yuk, each slap is a wearing of the sail. A sail hard and smooth 

is good; slack and floppy, means wear and tear. 

Ian and I are mono-hull sailors, having sailed our 38' Pied Piper 11 for over twenty years 
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together, the last seven or eight frequently in company with Sonsy. The Piper was sold a 

year ago, so this invitation to sail with good mates on their vessel was special indeed. 

But the motion at sea is very different; catamaran to mono-hull. A cruising mono sits 

deeper in the water, it is a long narrow vessel, and it cuts through the water, often at an 

angle, a 'heel'. It is a very efficient machine, able to drive itself via mast and sails, and able 

to stand very rough seas. But it is no where near as flat on the sea as a 'cat', mainly 

because of the heel. A cat sits more on top of the water ( though Sonsy has a draught 

deeper than many). 

But we mono sailors find the movements of a cat jerky, less rhythmical, and the larger 

spaces aboard uneasy. The 'cosier' spaces on a mono means less distance to be tossed 

around. It's harder work in may ways on a mono, to move around, get a meal on the lean, 

move around on deck, but to Ian and I it is a more predictable motion. We are more 

content cocooned in a narrower bunk under way on a mono, than the spacious bed of a 

cat under sail. 

But who knows really. It depends on the sea conditions and what one is used to.  

We had no trouble adapting to Sonsy. She is a fine vessel and the weather was moderate 

indeed. And the large saloon and spacious galley was a boon for we four sightseers.  

 

Lunch anyone? No real enthusiasm was shown as Sonsy pushed against wind and swell. 

Speed was down and it was going to be a long floppy day to get to Louisa Bay.  

'Why don't we U turn and go to Cloudy Bay?' Who said that? Was it me? Don't get me 

wrong. I was thrilled to be there. Albatross ignored us as they swooped long and smooth 

over the sea. Shearwaters too, but more numerous. The cliffs stood high, clearer of spray 

than usual and mountain ranges lined up behind.  
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Skipper Bruce agreed, Barb and Ian agreed too and so we tacked and headed for Cloudy 

Bay on the south coast of Bruny Island. It set our course not just for a smoother ride, but 

an unique exploration for the coming week.  

As we examined the south of Bruny Island, an equally rugged, fascinating and even more 

unfrequented part of the Tasmanian coast, the world was descending into a chaos 

unmatched in living memory. 

 I was aware, indeed acutely aware in a kaleidoscope of colour, that we were off the coast 

of island Bruny, off island Tasmania, off island Australia in the great southern oceans of 

the world. We were at Bruny's southern tip and truly isolated as the COVID19 pandemic 

quickly took its deadly grip on the world. 

We had no phone contact but via Bruce's 'dongle' and the internet, we were up to date with 

the virus' progression as well as national leaders' responses. 

It was surreal. Our lives became two dimensional, the virus and humankind on one hand 

and the blissfully ignorant and unaffected environment and wild life about us on the other. 

They seemed incompatible. Were we their only link?  

In a typically anthropocentric view, virus information coming across the dongle described 

an all encompassing threat to humanity. 'Our' world would never be the same. This was a 

disaster. 

How come the Albatross were not shaking with fear? Did they not know that the world 

would never be the same again? You dolphins down there, the world is collapsing yet you 

seem not to care. You dance around Sonsy's bow, having fun. 

 

I had always been curious about Cloudy Bay. On the charts it appeared like a big bite out 

of the land, with surf booming onto a ribbon of sandy beach. No place for any vessel. I had 
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always wondered about Cloudy Corner. Could one shelter from the south and west there? 

At the eastern extremity of the beach, before the rugged cliffs off the eastern headland, it 

was a small bay within the larger Cloudy Bay. Not enclosed really, but a reef came out 

from the shore, protecting it from swell. I zoomed into the electronic chart and saw a 

further extension underwater; a kelp forest.  

We blew across the big bay to take a wide hook around the reef and kelp into flat water 

and a clear sand bottom.  

A perfect place in these light conditions. “Lets stay”. Sonsy's anchor dug into the sand with 

a jolt. A beautiful lay, we would say; chain laid straight on a clear bottom to hold Sonsy's 

bow steady into the wind. Next day we explored the beach and its treasures, a big tree that 

stretched its huge branches out onto the sand, all manner of marine detritus, a stranded 

octopus and rivulets of fresh water.  We cosied around the saloon table at night telling 

each other what our leaders should do to save the nation. But we laughed too, and chatted 

about all manner of things past and present, enjoyed good food and excellent wine and 

most days I did a drawing in my travel drawing book. Barb was starting to weave samplers 

on a loom she had made herself. She managed the frustrations of being new to weaving 

with grace. Once there was some measure of success, she got out the orange mohair yarn 

that she has been knitting for too long. Did I detect a sigh of relief as she moved to the zen 

of familiar, automatic knitting? I drew then painted her spools of gorgeously coloured 

threads. We enjoyed the comfort of good mates close by. 

 

Snaffled from close cliff watching 'along the bottom', we sought an alternative cliff coast. 

Nothing could be better than the east side of Bruny Island and we left our safe haven and 

headed there, calling into The Friars on the way.  
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The Friars, a close group of large dolerite rocks jutting out of the sea just a mile or so off 

the Bruny coast, are home to Australian and NZ fur seals. Seals are curious and delightful 

to watch at any time but on this day of all calm days, Bruce took Sonsy close to the rocks, 

inlets and caves so that we could enjoy the seals up close and personal. They didn't seem 

to care about the virus either. I found it reassuring. They basked in the sun. Youngsters 

frolicked in and out of the water, slithering and flopping their bulks in gravity defying ways. 

Some old fellers roared once or twice but in rather a lazy, can't be bothered way. 

 

Swinging north, we were in the lee of Bruny so the south west swell eased and just the 

secondary 'other' fluttered about. So the up close adventure continued. Cliffs that tower 

above and drop sheer into deep ocean water are a wonder. From our floating viewing 

platform we saw hardy vegetation clinging to cliffs. Trees and grasses, vines and stringy 

bushes were rooted in minute cracks in the rock and micro climates in the folds. Great 

vertical flutes of eroded dolerite towered broodily above like giants' organ pipes. There 

were caves and archways and a blow hole swooshed skywards beside a tiny shingle 

'beach'. Colours of folded rock, pushed and squeezed over millennia, were muted in the 

afternoon light. Deepening shadows highlighted lighter and drier rock outcrops.  

After a couple of hours we rounded the massive Fluted Cape as had European mariners 

hundreds of years before, into the shelter of Adventure Bay. It was another good lay for 

Sonsy, on a sand bottom. 

 

That night we slept in Barb and Bruce's home, a cosy cottage surrounded by garden and 

bush just out of town. The village was unusually quiet with fewer visitors than usual; far 
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less Japanese tourists about. The Japanese nation, we had heard, had acted quickly and 

deeply to prevent the spread of Covid 19.  

So days went by, exploring the veggie patch, scouring, shucking and consuming oysters 

and finally re-embarking on Sonsy to retrace the cliff route to Cloudy Corner. 

By this time the Australian Prime Minister was starting to make better noises about 

combating the spread of CoVID 19. A cruise ship had been allowed to disembark infected 

holiday makers willy nilly to all corners of the land. Leaders, unusually, started listening to 

scientists and researchers. Decisions were being made, and restrictions encased in law. 

But Sonsy was back in Cloudy Corner, where such worries were not apparent. We would 

stay for a couple of days whilst an expected mild blow passed through and the subsequent 

higher seas settled. 

Well the barometer dropped further than expected, and the wind picked up, higher, then 

higher again. Water in the Corner remained calm, and the wind eventually abated, bit by 

steady bit. The breakers on the little protecting reef were big now and they roared. Surf on 

the beach beyond bashed and raged. Sonsy, with a 'good lay' stayed steady. It was so 

wonderful to be in Cloudy Corner, protected whilst the sea and the wind raged. I felt both 

exhilarated and cosseted in blessed isolation. 

 

By this time saloon conversation included 'what next?' In the short term and then the after. 

Ian and I decided that we should try to get back home on the once weekly direct flight, five 

days away. We were both in the danger group, that is old, and in Ian's case very old, with 

dicky lungs. The sooner, the safer we reasoned. Barb and Bruce, with typical open ended 

kindness and care, offered for us to live with them at Adventure Bay if we thought it too 

risky to travel. But no, we would try to get home. 
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But the Bruny coast had more to offer. The sea had settled so we were off for an early 

start. The best time, I always think. Sonsy rounded Cape Bruny in the morning light. Two 

lighthouses, the big old 19th century one standing high and proud and the modern weather 

station, small and high tech on a nearby hill, were brilliant white in the rising sun. Greenery 

and bush grey-browns dappled the headland. Brillaint white spume surged upwards from 

the cliff's base. Clouds scurried and it was breathtakingly beautiful. Sonsy skipped across 

the sea, sails pulling easily, doing best what she was designed to do. Sea, wind and boat 

in unison is bliss. We had cruised the 'bays along the bottom', well actually just one bay of 

a different island, and it had been magnificent.  

 

Within a few days we donned medical masks and headed with others, too close for 

comfort, into the tin cigar that would fly us home. Within a couple of days Tasmania closed 

its borders, then South Australia. Covid 19 was about; sneaky, threatening and unsettling. 

At home, isolation came quietly upon us and they said it would change the world forever. 

 

Rosellas squawked in nearby eucalypts and honey eaters' yellow sashes flashed amongst 

the mandarins. Autumn rain fell and frogs croaked into the night. The wildlife of home, like 

that of Bruny Island, was oblivious of our danger and carried on unperturbed. They neither 

knew or cared that our world would never be the same again. 
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